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House Resolution 2266

By: Representatives Smith of the 168th, Ralston of the 7th, Parrish of the 156th, Stephens of

the 164th, Keen of the 179th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Alfredo's Italian Restaurant and owner Mr. Francisco "Perry"1

Alvarez, Jr.; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Alfredo's Italian Restaurant is named after Alfredo Fundora, its first capo della3

cucina, and has been providing culinary delights in a family-friendly setting in the Atlanta4

area since 1974; and5

WHEREAS, Mr. Francisco "Perry" Alvarez, Jr., owner and manager of Alfredo's, has6

dedicated over 30 years to providing customers with fine Italian meals using the finest and7

freshest ingredients available; and8

WHEREAS, over the years, Alfredo's Italian Restaurant has earned a well-deserved9

reputation as the place to find the perfectly prepared regional cuisine at reasonable prices;10

and11

WHEREAS, with combined experience of over 100 years, the Alfredo's staff consistently12

delivers patrons high-quality service in an intimate setting in which diners walk away feeling13

like an extended member of the family; and14

WHEREAS, much of the restaurant's success can be attributed to its dedicated employees:15

Francisco Alvarez III, Jose Antonio Martinez, Meliton Cepeda, Sergio Taboada, Bernardo16

Catalan, Tony L. Raposo, Rodolfo P. Martinez, William L. Mills, Edie Haskell, Rita17

Johnson, and Manuel Munoz; and18

WHEREAS, Alfredo's offers a diverse and extensive food selection that represents each19

region of Italy with menu descriptions and outstanding service that make ordering a simple20

task even for an Italian food novice; and21
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WHEREAS, with delicious Italian specialties such as Lasanga Al Forno, Linguini Pescattore,22

and Veal Piccata, Alfredo's has a loyal following of devoted customers; and23

WHEREAS, for over three decades, Alfredo's Italian Restaurant has been providing24

scrumptious Italian meals to the Atlanta area and has served as a tradition of excellence in25

food that is worthy of recognition.26

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that27

the members of this body recognize and commend Alfredo's Italian Restaurant and owner28

Mr. Francisco "Perry" Alvarez, Jr., for supplying heartfelt and delicious meals to be enjoyed29

in a relaxed atmosphere.30

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized31

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the owner of Alfredo's32

Italian Restaurant, Mr. Francisco "Perry" Alvarez, Jr.33


